


What has driven farmers to be more efficient 
Irrigators? 

 Ground water right curtailment. 
 No additional withdrawals from the Columbia 

River. 
 Conserved water rights allowed for new 

development. 
 Operational cost/Economics. 
 Expanded crop rotations. 
 Consumer demand. 

 



Low pressure drop tube sprinklers 

 Center pivot is the most common irrigation method in 
the basin. Has gone from 11.2 gpm pre acre overhead 
impact sprinklers requiring over 70 psi to low hanging 
nozzles requiring only 20 psi at the end of the pivot. 

 These newer sprinklers also fight the wind better and 
hit the ground softer and sooner. Allowing for more of 
the pumped water to get into the ground. 



Center Pivot Drag hoses 
 Center pivots can be retrofitted to push water through 

small drag hoses. These hoses drag over the top of the 
crop or on the ground 

 This eliminates much of the loss from wind or 
evaporation. 

 Not a good choice for every crop. In onions for 
example, the drag hoses would spread diseases from 
one plant to another. 



Variable Rate Irrigation 

 Allows producers to write prescriptions for very small 
zones within a field.  

 Helps to ensure that every acre of production is 
maximized by helping to control over watering or 
under watering. 



Sub Surface Drip Irrigation 
 Uses same volume of water as an overhead irrigated 

crop, but produces up to 30% more onions. 
 Slow adoption due to significant start up cost 

($1,200/acre) along with the struggle to find hand 
labor, and system maintenance.  



Better Science and Tec 
 Weather stations, real time probes, neutron probes. 
 Soil samples and tissue samples for prescribed fertility. 
 VFD, PLC, pressure transducers, fiber optics, & the 

internet. 



Real time information allows for 
quicker more accurate decision 
making. 



Questions 

Thank you for your time. 

Jake Madison 
Madison Ranches INC 

29299 Madison Rd Echo, Or 97826 
Office:(541)376-8107  Cell: (541)571-0569  Email: Jake@madisonranches.com 
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